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Martijn Duvoort, Head of Section

The role for flexibility in the Energy Transition
Flexibility challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, my name is Frits Verheij, Director of Smart Green Cities at DNV GL – Energy. I would like to thank the organisation for the invitation.My introduction is about trends related to the energy transition, and tipping points and barriers to overcome before we can roll-out smart energy solutions throughout Europe. Most results are based on DNV GL’s experiences in former projects.
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Global trends in energy, and the role of flexibility
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DNV GL’s Technology Outlook 2025 –
10 Technology trends creating a new power reality
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The variability challenge, but when?
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Example for The Netherlands, based on e-highways 2050

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Daily, weekly and monthly variability of the residual load will increase during the coming decades due to wind and solar power
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The variability challenge, the market effect
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Only dedicated market modeling can provide 

price dynamics in renewable energy production

With total production of 10 GW (wind + solar)

market prices drop

Price dynamics are essential to include in

business case calculation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2040!! (high RES scenario)SDE subsidie gaat uit van 2/3 factor voor compensatie van dit effect
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Long-term market effects of Renewables
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Long-term market effects of Renewables; NW-EU case
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In NW-EU context less running hours for conventional
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The variability challenge, impact on dispatch

 An increase in variable renewable generation increases the variability in the part of the load supplied by conventional 
generation (i.e. the residual load)

 The large volatility affects the number of start-stops, part-load operation, shorter peaks and faster ramping of the power plants

– Power plants increase their variation in generation depending on their position in the merit-order 

– Broad range of power plants is affected as wind and solar capacity increases

 Larger variation in generation can impact the maintenance and reliability
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Op uurbasis, niet op ptu basisUurbasis flexibiliteit vooral impact op Start/stops (niet ramping): dus heb je voldoende start/stops capaciteit?Relevante vraag: hoe vaak per jaar komt de residuele vraag onder die van de totale min last van Nederland (dan prijzen op 0 €/MWh): potentieel voor langere termijn opslag. Binnen uur: heb je iets aan draaiend vermogen en regelvermogenWat is voorspelbaarheid van deze variabiliteit: >80%, waarschijnlijk wel, dan is het non-issueHoe vaak per jaar onder mimimum load: minimum load probleem steeds groter.
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Wind uncertainty (RMS)

The variability challenge, but when?
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Ahead markets
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The variability challenge, imbalance and frequency development
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 Increase in imbalance from RES forecast errors

 Flattening of the imbalance distribution; more often larger imbalances

 Current balancing capacity reservation not always sufficient

 Frequency containment in an island system compared to interconnected systems: Area Control Error (difference between actual 
and scheduled interchange) 
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Potential sources for flexibility
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Demand-side management and 
other decentral technologies 
promise to provide flexibility up 
to a timescale of 1 day:

Fast controllable power 
generation (and/or curtailment 
of e.g. wind power)

Demand response and an
active participation of end-users

Energy storage

Increase interconnection 
capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Demand-side management and 
other decentral technologies 
promise to provide flexibility up 
to a timescale of 1 day:

Fast controllable power 
generation (and/or curtailment 
of e.g. wind power)

Changing 
Landscape

•Innovative 
Ancillary Services

Regulation

•Design dedicated 
Ancillary Services

System 
Need

•Better designed 
market products

 Markets in US are examining 
how to change their ancillary 
services.  California, ERCOT and 
PJM are leading the way.

 Europe historically has stronger 
grid and focusses on market 
coupling and harmonization of 
AS products: market facilitation 
instead of innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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CAISO example – Flexiramp: Utilize Flexibility as A/S Product

 Market product to ensure adequate 
ramping capability is available

 Addresses gap between 15 minute 
schedules and dispatch

 Partially replace regulation and spinning

 Cost allocation based on causation

 Opportunity for non-synchronized 
capacity

 5 minute market - aligned with timing 
for EIM

 Primary benefit is reduced variability in 
real time prices

 Detailed design expected in 2014
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Demand-side management and 
other decentral technologies 
promise to provide flexibility up 
to a timescale of 1 day:

Fast controllable power 
generation (and/or curtailment 
of e.g. wind power)

Demand response and an
active participation of end-users

Energy storage

Increase interconnection 
capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Demand-side management and 
other decentral technologies 
promise to provide flexibility up 
to a timescale of 1 day:

 ~8M households, typical
domestic energy buffers of 
1-10 kWh (e.g. electric car
batteries)

 Energy-intensive industry able
to schedule consumption up to
several hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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Prosumer Aggregator
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Vehicle

Airco System

How to mobilize flexibility?

The aggregator
A new role,
unlocking 
flexibility
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Prosumer Aggregator
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Demand-side management and 
other decentral technologies 
promise to provide flexibility up 
to a timescale of 1 day:

Fast controllable power 
generation (and/or curtailment 
of e.g. wind power)

Demand response and an
active participation of end-users

Energy storage

Increase interconnection 
capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Large-scale storage only viable 
option of carbon-free flexibility 
beyond 1 day:

 Pumped hydro (PHS) covers 
daily-weekly variability

 Power2Gas (P2G) covers 
seasonal variability

See: TAM 2.2 “Practical Issues with Electrical Energy Storage Projects”; Thursday 9:25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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The variability challenge … decentral or central solutions?
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Fast controllable power 
generation (and/or curtailment 
of e.g. wind power)

Fast controllable power 
generation (and/or curtailment 
of e.g. wind power)

Demand response and an
active participation of end-users

Energy storage

Increase interconnection 
capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PHS and P2G are currently the only storage techniques with the required storage capacity.Also: to cover variability the capacity needs to be largeNote: conventional generation is perfectly capable of handling the variability. However, this will become more and more expensive with increasing RES.Focus area PHS: daily to weekly variability
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Conclusions
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Business starts today
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Conceptual progress

 Already in today’s markets, new flexible 
products are feasible. Role for both central and 
decentral technologies

 Role of aggregators essential in mobilizing 
distributed flexible assets

 We are ready to explore new product market 
combinations and partnerships

 Penetration of RES causes operational 
challenges for conventional generation

 New market products are essential to boost 
flexible innovations

 We are ready to implement these concepts in 
live-pilots and simulation/real-gaming 
environments

Today’s business improvements
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SAFER, SMARTER, GREENER

www.dnvgl.com

Thank you.
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Martijn Duvoort, 
Head of Section
Martijn.duvoort@dnvgl.com
+31 26 356 2598

mailto:frits.verheij@dnvgl.com
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Practical example: electric mobility
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With commodity prices declining; parties are eager to explore alternative 
earning models

26

 B2B sees multiple pricing strategies; 
B2C products price kWh

 Retail innovation goes beyond 
commodity pricing

 Electric mobility opens a new 
window of opportunities

 Collaboration between utility and 
automotive sector is essential
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EV market just started, however growing so fast that it can contribute to the 
present primary and secondary control reserve
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EVs will be able to serve the 
entire German demand by 2025

By that time stationary storage 
(2nd use of EV batteries) will 
begin to take over the market
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Annual alternative use benefits
[Unit of Measure: EUR]
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348

Discharging capability

always provides 

additional value

Larger batteries

yield more 

economic potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charging & DischargingDischarging capability always provides additional value when compared to charging only (costs of energy efficiency losses minimal).Battery SizeThe large EV shows a greater benefit for all use cases compared to the small EV, given its larger battery capacity and charging/discharging power. Use Case AggregationPrimary control provision shows the most significant economic potential.Portfolio optimization and secondary control show comparable value. They could (to some extent) be combined to provide more value.Storing PV during the weekend can add extra value, and can be combined with any of the other use cases
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What about battery degradation?
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Negligible if managed

The ideal charging and
discharging strategy will 
be key to maximizing 
returns while preserving 
battery capacity
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The case for second use
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Depending on the battery pack’s

fitness for reuse, the residual value

is positive

Second use batteries will compete

against new stationary storage

appliances
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New collaboration leads to new business opportunities

???

Present infrastructure accommodates various ownership and/or control concepts

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So summing up…we see with the advent of electric mobility, paired with all other developments such a car sharing, digitization and renewable power generation we are going though a transition in the way these products are designed and sold. To all players involved, the car manufacturers, utilities, charging providers and all the other players this opens up a new set of challenges but even more new opportunities.In this light we look forward to discuss these opportunities with the industry, with you here today.Thank you! 
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